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UNIQLI DECOR.

BRAND DESIGN ASSET DESIGN

Logo Design
Brand Persona Design
Font design 
Brand Guide Design 
Asset treatment Design

Photography Direction
Candle label Design 
Print Media Design 
Packaging Design





BRAND PERSONA

Our brand persona is a reflection 
of who we are and where we’re 
going as a company and brand.

From our website to our 
marketing emails to our product 
copy and listings, the brand 
persona will help form a clearly 
defined voice which ensures that 
our messaging and tone is 
consistent and sounds like us.

02    VOICE

 
Tamara: Tamara lives in Boulder, CO. She is a 37-year-old mom of teenagers with a career as a HR Director. She 
makes 85k/ year and drives a black Jeep Waggoneer. She shops at boutiques and Nordstrom and her go-to style is 
jeans and a nice blouse. Her hobbies include hosting cheesy themed parties and going to her favorite Spanish Tapas 
Bar with friends. Her husband owns a local restaurant. Her friends would describe her as fun with a loud laugh and 
loving life!  
 
Samantha: Samantha lives in San Diego and is a 22-year-old senior in college. She just moved out of the dorm rooms 
into her first apartment. She drives a hand me down '11 Honda Civic, but she likes to shop at cute local beach 
boutiques for her clothes. She has a trendy style and finds inspiration on social media for décor trends. She has a 
part time job as a hostess at a local seafood restaurant. Her hobbies include bar hopping with friends, working out, 
tanning at the beach, and riding her beach cruiser at sunset.  



OUR MISSION

All roads should lead back to our
brand mission.

02    VOICE

Uniqli Decor operates under the belief that 

great decor comes from intentional design. 

We promise to embody quality and 

uniqueness while providing products aimed 

to enhance your style. Whatever your 

aesthetic is, we strive to produce pieces to 

fill your space with a reflection of you.



BRAND POSITIONING 

WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

Uniqli decor is designed to help 
bring your style to life in the most 
authentic, intentional and 
inspired way. 

02    VOICE

BRAND PILLARS
 
Playful: Uniqli Décor produces quality pieces, but there is a sense of playfulness and joy 
throughout the brand. Our products are intended to illicit joy from our customers.  
 
Universal: The brand aims to be a one-stop-shop for all consumers, no matter what their 
style is. Easy access décor that will fit in any space. A wide variety of products and 
aesthetics is a goal the brand will continue to strive for.  
 
 
TARGET CONSUMERS
 
Who they are: Professional women aged 18-40 in the United States  
 
Where they shop: They shop at chain stores like Target, Home Goods, and Nordstrom.  
 
What motivates them: They aren't naturally creative people, but they want aesthetically 
pleasing items that come with a reasonable price. They want to be spoon-fed their style 
with easy access to shopping and purchasing. When buying gifts, they are motivated by the 
universally pleasing item for a $20-30 price point.  
 
What influences them: Social media trends have some influence, but more influence comes 
from the style of their closest friends and family. They also get their style from the city 
they live in- some cities generally have a heavier culture around the arts and certain style, 
so they try to make their home a reflection of the area they live in.  



TYPOGRAPHIC HIERARCHY

Our typographic hierarchy is 
simple and provides clarity to all 
Uniqli Decor messaging and 
communications. 

Strict guidance has been 
established to maintain legibility 
at a range of sizes.

03    BRAND ELEMENTS

HEADLINE
Baskervville
Case: Normal Great decor comes from intentional design

SUBLINE
Lexend Bold
Case: All Caps

ENHANCE YOUR STYLE IN AN INSPIRED WAY

SUBHEAD
Lexend
Case: Sentence

Inspire yourself

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vestibulum
ut nunc ex. Phasellus lacinia non mi quis malesuada. Duis a ligula neque. 
Sed faucibus enim sit amet ante tempus, nec porta dui tristique. Vivamus 
sed ipsum eu justo ornare elementum. Maecenas ornare nulla ac nisl 
cursus dapibus. Morbi feugiat consequat pellentesque.

BODY COPY
Lexend
Case: Sentence



ALTERNATE TYPEFACES
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AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
0123456789!@#$%&*()?”{};

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
0123456789!@#$%&*()?”{};

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
0123456789!@#$%&*()?”{};

MONTSERRAT

DANCING SCRIPT

MAJOR MONO DISPLAY



COLORS

03    BRAND ELEMENTS

DARK VERDANT#065052ff

#ffc1a9ff

#000000ff#ffffffff

#ffb600ff SALMONOCHRE

WHITE BLACK

The color palette is diverse and 
supportive of the brand 
personality, allowing for a range of 
graphic treatments.



ICONOGRAPHY

03    BRAND ELEMENTS

The icons should be used in the 
manner shown on the visual. They 
should be in a black solid circle 
with the white icon in the middle 
(either solid or using thick line of 
3pts depending on the use case).



ILLUSTRATION STYLE

03    BRAND ELEMENTS

Our illustration should follow the 
light and airy style as seen here. 
Muted tones, single line drawings 
and light colors with saturated 
elements. 



MOODBOARD 

03    BRAND ELEMENTS

Honesty

Modern

Inspired

Elegant
Energized



ELEMENTS + INSPIRATION

04   PHOTOGRAPHY



FILTERS

04   PHOTOGRAPHY

Before Preset: Preset 1: Bright Preset 2: Warm Preset 3: Cool









MEDICAL MIKE’S.

BRAND DESIGN WEBSITE ASSET DESIGN

Logo Design
Brand Persona Design
Font design 

Photography Direction
Renders 
Packaging Design
Asset treatment Design

RESEARCH

Competitive analysis





We want the logo to communicate the simplicity and 
outdoorsy experience that Medical Mike's is bringing to 
their products. Currently the logo is very literal; we want 
to create 2 versions of the logo - an image and the copy 
version (can incorporate the image) that visually elevate 
the brand, bringing forth the outdoors, earthy element to 
the brand. The color palette stays in the same range, no 
extreme makeovers. 



SIMPLE

OUTDOORS

EARTHY







SIMPLE

BALANCE

EARTHYHEMP SEED
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DIASPARK.

MAGAZINE  DESIGN 

Print Media
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LODGE

KICKSTARTER PAGE DESIGN

Logo Design
Web Page design 
Font design 
Renders 
GIF designs







REVLON.
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Inspiration- Design Intent 

● Time Turner
● Leave the clock behind 
● Beauty that beats time 
● The beauty of time is present 
● Time is “beauty”









SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN

As part of Revlon’s corporate social 
responsibility mission we are reimagining 
traditional mass merchandising and minimizing 
our environmental impact at point of sale.
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Enhanced Merchandising Sustainability Operational Efficiency

Reinventing the space to add 
education and create a clean 
aesthetic to improve the Guest 
shopping experience.

Rethinking the traditional 
cosmetic merchandising system 
to create one that is inherently 
more sustainable and minimizes 
material for updates. 

Redefining the traditional model 
to streamline updates and 
reduce update labor.
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Clear APET vac-form

Die-cut chip
board graphic

Product 
factices

Permanent steel drawer







CLEAR.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Logo Design
Brand Persona Design
Font design 
Brand Guide Design 
Asset treatment Design

Photography Direction
Print Media Design 
Packaging Design
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN | GRAPHIC DESIGN | EXPERIENCE DESIGN | SERVICE DESIGN | PACKAGING DESIGN
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2020 

CON CON 
Handheld Tablet with 

Fingerprint reader

2019 

JACK JACK
Face ID Pilot testing

2021 2022 

POD 2 
Future of lane PODS

MERCURY
Facial Recognition + 

Temperature scanning 

NEO 
Facial Recognition POD
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SWOOP

Pilot integration with Mashgin 

● Checkout with CLEAR
● Enabled age verification and checkout using 

biometrics (FPR)
● Piloted with Mashgin & Aramark at Mets 

stadium
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Precursor to NEO, utilized fixed angle camera. Piloted 
with Delta at Atlanta Sky Lounge

JACK JACK
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Precursor to NEO, utilized fixed angle camera. Piloted 
with Delta at Atlanta Sky Lounge

● New camera at different height

● Working prototypes built and tested at Sky 

lounge

COBRACK



CON CON

Confer & Concur device used by the ambassadors near the TSA 
checkpoint at the Airport verification lane.

● Combines Fingerprint reader with tablet
● Secures ports for security
● Hand strap for all day comfort
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MERCURY

Thermal hardware for venue access originally developed for the NHL 
Stanley Cup Playoffs

● Idea, to design, and into production at scale within 8 weeks
● Supported dozens of partners with 100s of Skyler devices
● Worked in conjunction with CLEAR app to grant venue access
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NEO

NEO is CLEAR’s modular biometric “Pod”.

Further modularity expansions to the product include: bar code, doc 
scanner, thermal cam, NFC, etc. 
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NEO Live  in Sports Stadiums 



NEO + temperature scanning


